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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

The following changes become effective on Thursday, 24 May. 

NOS 1.2 Changes 
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Kevin Matthews applied a change to DUMPPF which cleans up file handling when 
several DUMPPF's are performed in the same job. 

Don Mears repaired a format problem on the header from the RUN command in the 
BASIC subsystem. Don also altered the commands executed at the SUPIO control 
point after an abort to call a procedure under UI=377772. 

Tim Hoffmann installed the following changes. 

1) The copy count processed by COPYC is now treated as a decimal number. 

2) Tim added his proposed L= option to the LIMITS command (see DSN 5, 8 p. 66). 

3) The new program ARCLIST was introduced to the system (see DSN 5, 7 p. 52). 

Marisa Riviere corrected MFEBR to include BIN number and UN on the film leader. 
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Jeff Drummond contributed changes which cause the location of the pro,t.ected file 
bit. in the catalog entry to change to a new location. This change is necessary for 
the R4 upgrade. Jeff also repaired QFM which was not validating FET addresses 
when starting queue files. This could (and did) result in some oddly named queue 
files in the FNT. Additionally, Jeff removed the TEST processor from the TAPES 
utility (see DSN 5, 8 p. 66). 

KRONOS Changes 

Bill Sackett corrected ECS error processing so that if an ECS or DDP error occurs, 
any rollout files which may have been assigned to ECS will be reassigned to disk. 
Bill also introduced a security mod which causes ACCFAM to place a copy of all 
illegal passwords into the account file. This change has actually been used for 
months on the KLUDGE file. 

NOS 1. 3 Changes 

Kevin Matthews converted his performance measurement statistics mod to R4. Kevin 
also applied a change to DUMPPF identical to the one described above. 

Tim Hoffmann installed Greg Jensen's proposed changes to MODVAL (see DSN 5, 9, p. 76). 
Tim also introduced a version of ARCLIST into the 485 system. 

Hesung Byun converted the following changes. 

LIBFL - Install field length management into LIBEDIT. 

ULBEDl - Add the E option to LIBEDIT. 

ULBED2 - Allow */ comment directives in LIBEDIT input stream. 

ULBED3 - Add NR option to LIBEDIT. Inhibits rewind of corrections file. 

ULBED5 - Add Z parameter to LIBEDIT. 

RANOVL - Provide directory changes to accommodate random overlay loading. 

LIB~WL - Add a MFL= entry point to LIBGEN. 

LPTUl - Add local changes to line printer test. 

CHECSY Check special packages for system origin call. 

TTYDXP - Fit exchange package dump into 72 columns. 

CPMEUl - Dump deferred contents of B-registers with exchange package dump. 

FILESA - Remove command echo for FILES commands to TXOT jobs. 

SECOND - Adds the SECOND command. 

Jeff Drummond converted the following changes. 

1) PROTCT - Adds protected permanent files. 

2) JOBHIS - Install job history code in DDV and COMPUCC. 
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Jeff also converted most of the game programs from NOS 1.2 to NOS 1.3. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEH 

Keeping Things in Order - by T. J. Hoffmann 

For Release 4, I propose to replace the routine COHCGST with a new deck named 
CONCGHS. This is a matrix sort routine used by CATLIST, LISTVAL and PFPACK. 
The new routine would be slightly faster and much more flexible. 

I I II I I I/ I I 

Modernization of UCC Front-Ends - by Elie May 

Nearly a decade ago the SUPIOIRJE front-end project was initiated under the 
direction of Dr. Halverson, then director of UCC. Since then, the world has 
gone whizzin'g by us with new hardware and software, while we remained in the 
same old rut. We now have three PDP-ll's connected to the CDC mainframe. 

The sources for the front-ends are maintained and cross-assembled on the CDC 
machines and downloaded into the PDP-ll's. Some time ago the first cross
assembler passed on and went to the great bit-bucket in the sky. Since then 
DCC invested in writing a new cross-assembler which would only give a small 
subset of the software development tools available under DEC's RT-11 operating 
system for a fraction of the cost. 

Why RT-11? RT-11 can be configured to take up a minimal amount of memory, 
provides editors, a standard assembler with conditional assembly and macros 
{major short-coming of the current cross-assembler), linker, debugging tools, 
and operating system services that woul.d.allow us to meet future needs such 
as device support (store and forwarding, etc.). Instead of different 
executives, TTY drivers, post-mortem routines, etc. on each of the different 
front-ends, the systems could be more common, require less development effort 
to acquire services (already available), and could use software routines 
acquired from other installations. We have two impressive macro libraries for 
structured programming, subroutines for memory management, and numerous other 
packages that would save us from re-inventing the wheel again. 

Does the PDP-11 have anything comparable to MODIFY for maintaing the front-end 
sources? No. However we do have communications capability between the mainframe 
and the PDP-ll's and the ability to transfer modify output, save the sources on 
the PDP, edit, assemble, link, and debug them off-line. By adopting this approach 
we can use the best features of both computers. 

What about the binary? Are we going to have to purchase an expensive mass storage 
device for each of the front-ends and the communications target PDP-11? In the 
past this has been the stumbling block to modernizing our approach to front-ending 
but today new inexpensive devices are available. Should faster and larger storage 
devices be required in the future, no re-coding would be necessary since all device 
specific processing is taken care of by the device handler provided with the 
operating system. Current software should continue to be self-contained and use 
only op·erating system services that do not require "swapping." The booting of 
the system would be simpler for operations since they -.;vould use the hardware 
boot to start up the device and the automatic startup command file would 
initiate the rest. Since the base cost is lo,., we could have backups for this 
device. What about downloading the PDP? This is not desirable but there will 
be binary communications capability with our PDP-CYBER communications package. 
The binary can be saved on the mainframe and with appropriate pre-processing can 
be downloaded. 
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l//1/1/l/1 

End of Nonth - Part Two - by T. J. Hoffmann 

To complement ARCLIST, I propose the following program to automate the reloading 
of those files archived by the end-of-the-month archive. 

RELOAD{ALL,H=month,PN=packnam,UN=usernum)/PFN/PFN 

Where: 

month 

ALL 

packnam 

usernum 

PFN 

= Month that the file was not used. · This is how ARCLIST lists files. 
If no M= parameter is given, the last archive is examined. 

= If present, all files for the month are reloaded. If not sp ;;:cified, 
the file names must appear after the control statement {sec PFN 
below). 

= If selected, only files from that pack will be reloaded. If 
omitted, files may reside on any pack. This is primarily used to 
load one file when two files have the same name on different packs. 

Subordinate user number for master {stars) users only. This allows 
a master user to reload files to a subordinate number without having 
to account over to that number. 

Z type format for the list of file names to be reloaded. It is 
required if the ALL parameter is not specified. 

Note: File reload requests can only be issued from the machine on which the file 
originally resided. Shared pack files will be reloaded by either machine. 

The actual reload procedure will probably be done via a SUBMIT file initiated 
at deadstart, or else manually by the operators via X.CALL at their discretion. 

SYSTEH MAINTENANCE - People and Procedures 

Last Week's Systems Group Meeting- T. W. Lanzatella 

The following proposals were discussed. 

1) Tom Lanzatella's proposal to remove the PO=x option from the label command was 
approved (see DSN 5, 9 p. 75). 

2) Steve Collins' proposal to add an OP=RESTORE option to NOTICE was approved 
(see DSN 5, 9 p. 76). 

3) Greg Jensen's proposal to . add several changes to MODVAL which would streamline 
some accounting procedures were reluctantly approved (see DSN 5, 9 p. 76). 

Elie May described his trip to the DECUS conference and Larry Liddiard described 
the executive seminar he attended at CDC. Contact either individual for details. 

Larry reviewed a report prepared by Mike Skow and himself which described a proposed 
6400 replacement. 
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Larry reported the following items of ne\v business. 

1) He are currently in the midst of negotiating a new maintenance contract with 
CDC covering our site. 

2) Operations is pleased with the PF archive clean-up. 

3) The Cl72 is starting to show signs of saturation. 

4) CDC \.lill extend CEMS on TELEX through June 1980. 

5) The parking lot is again an issue, mainly because of the 40 new HECC bodies 
arriving in September and because of its condition. 

6) Tim Salo reported that IMPORT station development is nung up for lack of a 
telpak line connected to a PDP-11. 

/////1//// 

CALLPRG AND LIBRARY TAPE NEWS - by M. Riviere 

On May 22, S. Yen modified-the CDC.6400 CALLPRG index to introduce an entry for SIR. 
SIR, a Scientific .Information Retrieval system, is already in usage on the Cybers. 
No modifications are scheduled for May 24. 

The next set of Library Tape and CALLPRG inde~ modifications, for the current 
systems (NOS 460, KRONOS), will be taking place on June 14. Modifications for 
that date should be submitted no·. later than 12:00, June 7. 

The next (or first) Level 4 Library Tape will be installed during the weekend of 
May 26. This tape will.contain, so.fa:t;', only FTN, MNF and their associated 
libraries. Up to nO\v, we have been using 460 products on Level 4 System's time. 
The version of FTN on the level 4 tape will be the one that is now available as 
FUTURE, FTN, that is, the 485 version of the compiler. The FTN associated 
libraries, FORTRAN, SYSLIB, BA}~IB and AA}~IB, included on the tape, will also 
be the 485 CDC versions. Local U of M routines on FORTRAN, however, will still 
remain at their 460 level .. Current FTN (FTN 460) ·relocatable binaries will have 
to be re-compiled to run in the level 4·system. 

The version of MNF on the level 4·tape.will be, for the time being, quite similar 
to the one that is now in usage~ It will differ mainly in the library name used 
in place of FORTRAN, in the loader tables.. This library name will be FCL460. 
FCL460 will be the current level 460 FORTRAN library. This modification is due 
to the fact that level 485 FORTRAN is not compatible with the current MNF compiler 
and its other libraries. The other MNF associates libraries, }lliFCLIB, MSDIO, and 
SYSIO will also be included on the tape. 

Existing }lliF relocatable binaries created on NOS460 that satisfy external references 
from FORTRAN will have to be re-compiled with the level 4 version of MNF or the user 
will have to acquire the 460 FORTRAN library under its original name as PAST, FORTRAN 
at execution time. It may be necessary, perhaps, to extend FCL460 with some extra 
binaries from the 460 version of SYSLIB, since the one on the level 4 system tape 
will be the CDC 485 version. 

There isn't any schedule established for CALLPRG and Library Tape modifications 
for level 4. Modifications will be implemented as they are requested. 
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////IIIII/ 

NOS 1. 2 to 1. 3 Differences - by D. l-1. Mears 

The following is a list of some of the differences I have encountered bet\veen 
NOS 1.2 and NOS 1.3. Some of the differences were introduced by CDC and some 
were introduced by us during the mods conversion. 

1) The plot file type (PLFT) has been eliminated. Instead, plot files are 
output files with a special device selection of PLDV. Plot files are still 
routed with DC=PL, but they show up·as output files in the DSD H-display and 
on ENQUIRE output. Operations will have to use FNTLIST to get a list of 
just the plot files. 

~ 2) Plot and punch files will be diverted to BC, rather than remain in the queue 
with a TID of the destination site. This means the plot and punch files 
will no longer show up on the SUPIO H-display. 

3) The BATCHIO account file messages have been changed. They now contain the 
machine ID. 

4) The UCCR account file message is now issued to the users dayfile for BATCHIO 
and SUPIO jobs. 

1 5) Plot output will get a banner identical to the print file banner. 

6) An output file routed with EC=A6 will only print on a printer with a 63 
character set chain. Output files with no "EC" specification will continue 
to print on any printer . 

.. .._,_ 7) Brief mode has changed because CDC added their own BRIEF command. Brief now 
will suppress everything it used to and in addition will make the RUN and LIST 
commands act like RNH and L~~. Also, BRIEF sets brief mode rather than toggling 
it, and NO~MAL clears brief mode. 

-~ 8) All the *D* type translation tables (including TTYD) have been eliminated. 

-·9) The"-" command from TELEX now generates a BEGIN control card rather than a CALL. 

-, 10) The COBOL subsystem has been eliminated from TELEX. 

11) TELEX will now check for reserved file names on the OLD, NEW, PRIMARY, LIB, 
and GA}lli commands. This check had been deleted, allowing users to get into 
confusing situations . 

....... 12) Hhen an SRU limit or TIME limit occurs, the value specified on the "S,xxx" or 
''T ,xxx" commands will be assumed to be decimal. 

13) \Vhen neither S, or T, is entered after a SRU limit or time limit, the user is 
pr~mpted for an appropriate command. 

14) h~en BATCHIO ·detects an equipment problem (e.g., paper out, hardware malfunction, 
etc.), the message "Request !-display" is put on the BATCHIO B-display line. 
The message remains until the !-display is brought up. 
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///1//l/1/ 

SYSLIB on NOS 485 - by M. Riviere 

Up to now I have been building the common decks section of SYSLIB by creating the 
common decks relocatable versions from their source O!J. the System Program Libra ry. 
Several of those con~on decks relocatable versions included on SYSLIB were to be 
included there by the CDC installation procedures. I have been adding others in 
order to have a complete ;Library that could provide a relocatable program with 
almost all the binaries that otherwise should be obtained as common deck calls 
from CPL or from the System Program Library. 

Up to now, the CDC installation procedures for SYSLIB were obtaining the relocatable 
versions of their suggested common decks from the System Program Library. But the 
CDC installation procedures for NOS level 485 are now obtaining the relocatable 
versions of most of the SYSLIB common decks from the COMPASS Program Library. 
These decks are in UPDATE format and may differ from the ones existing on our 
System Program Library in more than just local modifications. These decks are 
mainly related with CIO, argument cracking, registers save/restore and table moving. 

CDC installation procedures have'added several extra decks to their suggested 
section of SYSLIB. Some of these decks are part of the set of decks that I used 
to obtain before from the system library, as an addition for the CDC section. 

The installation procedure which I will follow for the NOS 485 version of.SYSLIB 
will be the CDC suggested procedure. That is, SYSLIB common decks will be obtained 
from the COHPASS Program Library and they will not include local modifications. 
I will still obtain the additional decks needed to complete the library, from the 
System's Library. 

l//1////// 

Cyber Deadstart Dump Analysis from Monday, 7 May through Sunday, 20 Hay - by 
K. C. Matthews 

Monday, 14 Hay 
21:35 Cyber 74 

The system was solidly hung. Every reference to pack PFOl was getting errors. 
Eventually, a label error was detected, which means that the system could not even 
read the label sector. A level zero deadstart was performed, with PFOl mounted on 
another drive. The pack was fine on that drive. 

/////l//l/ 

6400 Deadstart Dump Analysis (5/7 - 5/20) - by R. A. Williams 

Date Description 

There were no unscheduled deadstarts during the period. 

///////Ill 

TELEX and TELEX PDP-11 Crash Analysis (5/7 to 5/20) - by D. W. Mears 

There were no TELEX crashes during this period. 
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////////// 

Plotter Crash Analysis (5/7 to 5/20) - by D. W. Mears 

There were six plotter crashes caused by the interrupt vec.tors being clobbered. 
Field engineering replaced soni.e burned out lamps on the PDPll CPU console on 
5/15. Since that time there has only been one case of the vectors getting clobbered 
and I am no longer able to duplicate the problem on systems time. The investigation 
continues. 

There were seven reloads after the plotter went not ready. 

////////// 

RJE/SUPIO Crash Analysis (May 1-15) - by Elie May 

79/05/01 

79/05/10 

Supio aborted due to ECS hardware problems. 

Supio hung in A status on the mainframe. 
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